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The New York Review of Books, Inc, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Main. Language:
English . Brand New Book. EVEN IF she has lived ten terrible years, terrible, horrible Edie really isn t
terrible and horrible at all, but rather one of the most charming and engaging and gutsy children in
American children s fiction. It s true of course that Edie does get into--and not always without it
being at least a little bit her fault--some pretty terrible and horrible scrapes, and that sometimes she
will sulk, but these are the kinds of things that happen to the kid sister of two snooty boys and one
fancy-pants girl, not to mention having to deal with the distraction of two half sisters who are no
better than babies. Edie s father and stepmother have headed to Europe for the summer, and
though the rest of the family can look forward to good times at a beloved summer house on the
sea, Edie still has to fight to hold her own. Adventures on a sailboat and on an island, and the
advent of a major hurricane and what Edie takes to be a military coup, all come to a climax...
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Reviews
This publication is indeed gripping and exciting. I could comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. I am easily could possibly get
a delight of looking at a composed pdf.
-- Lynn Lindg r en
An incredibly awesome pdf with perfect and lucid explanations. I have read through and that i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet
again in the foreseeable future. I am quickly can get a delight of reading a created book.
-- Mr . Johnson Ha ne
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